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The overriding story on Pakistani media – TV and print – these days is the Panama
Papers scandal and the investigations against Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his family. The story eclipses everything else and it seems Pakistan has no other problem except
this. But there is much more to this nation of 200 million people. It is a land of diversity
and complexity but a land where poverty reigns supreme and problems of the people
just keep mounting. The rulers and their cohorts seem oblivious of any of the issues that
confront the nation and continue their pursuit of so-called governance without really
being in touch with the masses or the host of problems the country faces. For its part,
the media, especially television, to maintain its ratings, focuses only on those topics that
garner the most audience response and places other subjects on the back burner.
Jammu and Kashmir and all that is transpiring there is simply atrocious but it is hardly
a subject for the Pakistani media to focus on. In recent months, India has raised the
bar many notches up in terms of the atrocities it commits against the protestors in the
occupied land. Its own media obviously ignores the carnage the Indian army and other
forces are perpetrating in Indian Occupied Kashmir. It is certainly the job of the Pakistani
media to focus on the cruelty that the people are facing day in and day out. There needs
to be much more emphasis on all news concerning Kashmir. It is obvious though that
the Kashmir story does not to hold the kind of sensationalism that would encourage
news channels and print media in Pakistan to devote any time to it.
This is only the tip of the iceberg. There are so many other issues that dog the path
of Pakistan’s progress and the country continues to remain one of the most backward
regions of the world while many other much smaller nations pass by. Pakistan continues
to be an energy-deficient nation, a fact that directly affects the country’s forward march.
It does not make proper use of its hydel resources, no large dam has been built over
the past many decades, its gas reserves have depleted and there is no serious effort
in sight to explore the possibilities that alternate energy such as solar and wind power
offers. It seems the news has not reached the country’s media and there seems to be
no effort on their part to nudge the government to pay attention to this basic problem.
Circular debt has crossed the Rs. 400 billion mark There was no provision made in
the last budget for the amount but things carry on regardless. The suffering caused to
the masses on account of load-shedding continues and industries work at much less
capacity. There is some news now and then of so many megawatts being added to the
national grid and the government makes quite a song and dance about it but the outcome, in terms of elimination of load-shedding, is zilch. This is a prime example of how
the media hides its head in the sand and takes no notice whatsoever. All that it harps on
are the promises that the Punjab chief minister had made when he returned to power
in 2013, of getting rid of load-shedding in 6 months. There is no educated or informed
inquiry by the media about the issue, a situation that the rulers take full advantage of.
There are so many other issues that need serious examination by the media because
Pakistan must find an answer to them if it is to climb out of its sorry situation and stop
being a tool in the hands of various world powers. From poverty constantly increasing
to no progress on the education front and in the health sector, dwindling agricultural produce, poor industrial output, constantly dropping exports, a dismal fiscal performance
and unabated corruption, there is no key area of national endeavour that offers any
encouragement. It seems the country’s media is blind to all this. Reports often appear
that provide some kind of superficial treatment to these subjects but there is no in-depth
print or TV coverage. The media’s single point of focus is only the conduct of the ruling
family and the investigation into their money affairs. If there is a Pakistan of 200 million
people, it is visible nowhere and neither are the problems that the people face day in
and day out. This is a country of many positives but the impression that goes out to
the world is that Pakistan only produces and exports terrorism. No one talks about the
country’s capabilities and the Pakistani media does not seem to pay any attention to the
enormous potential that Pakistan packs in itself.

Read complete issue of Slogan on:
www.slogan.com.pk
The views expressed by the contributors are not
necessarily shared by the editor.
Available on EBSCO and affiliated international
databases through Asianet-Pakistan.
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Who Said That!
“I rather be married for one
year happily than be married
unhappily for thirty years.”
Saba Qamar

“It’s such a silly idea, the idea that
the world is fair.” Brad Pitt
“Acting is not the
only thing. I want
to do a lot in life.”
Nargis Fakhri

“Those who bury women alive
talk about women’s rights on the
assembly floor.” Faisal Edhi

“When I die, I must
be prepared. None will
shoulder me.”
Rishi Kapoor

“We actors are very
common and fake people.
So don’t give importance
to what we say.” 		
Nana Patekar

“There’s nothing compared to
feeling that you are losing your
life.” Manisha Koirala

“I left modelling when I was
24 because I got married.
I also started feeling very
uncomfortable doing the
catwalk with people looking at
me and judging me.”
Iffat Rahim

“Music has paid my bills.”
Arshad Mahmood

“I am grateful to have MS (multiple
sclerosis).” Jamie-Lynn Sigler

“My family and God are my strength.
That’s where I’ve always found my
strength my entire life, so now would
be no different.” La La Anthony

6
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“I’m not
private about
my life – mine
and Amir’s lives
are out there. I like
to share what I want to
share.” Faryal Makhdoom

Readers’ Thoughts
Evolving Role of PR

End of an Era

This is about Slogan’s story on the evolving role of public relations. Every professional field is in the evolutionary
phase and nothing has reached the point of completion.
Especially because of rapid technological advancements,
business practices and trends are changing at a faster
pace. It is necessary for today’s PR professionals to keep
pace with emerging trends and focus on using new technologies in a way that corresponds to the basics of PR
along ethical and moral parameters.

Ustad Raees Khan was a
legendary sitar performer. He
was born in 1939 in India in the
Mewaat Gharana, a family of renowned musicians, classical instrumentalists and sitar players
such as Ustad Walayat Ali Khan

Majid Ali,
Karachi.

Helpless Pemra
Chairman Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority (Pemra), Absar Alam has repeatedly shown his
concerns over numerous threats he, along with other
Pemra officials, receive on a day to day basis. To me,
Pemra is one of those national organisations that have
been actively functioning as per the given mandate and
have done what a media regulatory body is supposed to
do. However, the trend shows the media sector is ruled
by a mafia-like mindset that even goes to the extent of
punishing those who try to regulate the industry. Unfortunately, Pemra seems totally helpless at present.

and Ustad Muhammad Khan.
He became the 13th Ustad of
the Meewat family and, within a
brief period, earned a big name
as the youngest sitar nawaz
in the subcontinent. He was
ranked among leading sitar performers such as Ustad Walayat
Ali Khan, Ustad Sharif Punchwaly, Ravi Shankar and Ustad
Fateh Ali Khan.

Imtiaz Qadri,
Gujranwala.

Farrukh Humayun,
Lahore.

Kashmir versus TRPs
Nero played the fiddle while Rome burned. The same goes for Pakistani TV channels that tend to highlight various issues of little importance to get high TRPs, but
it seems they have no time left for the Kashmir issue. In Indian Occupied Kashmir,
hundreds of people have been killed in recent months by the Indian forces and
hundreds of civilians have been injured by pellet guns and other lethal weapons.
Unfortunately, other than PTV, most news channels are not giving due coverage to
the Kashmir crisis, as if the matter is of less significance to the country than local
politics or showbiz gossip.
Sofia Siddiqui,
Hyderabad.

Demise of Media
Ethics
On April 28, a tragic incident took place at the
Bahria Town Enclave in Islamabad when, during
the recording of a TV show ‘Edi Sub Kay Liye’ by
ARY News, the elevated benches came down
owing to overcrowding. The stage collapse
caused injuries to some seventy people and, as per some reports, a few people also lost
their lives. However, none of the TV channels and newspapers covered the incident, as if
nothing had happened. Was it the fear of losing advertising revenue or the use of influential
tactics that prevented almost all the media organisations to ignore the gory incident?
Kiran Mehtab Malik,
Rawalpindi.

A Deplorable Trend
These days, it has become quite common for
event organisers to start an event hours after
the time mentioned on the invitation cards. This
was noticed at the grand opening of LuckyOne
Mall in Karachi last month, where notable public
figures and even the host arrived quite late, and
everyone had to wait for hours. This is really a
deplorable trend, which must be discouraged
on all platforms. It seems those who talk about
bringing change in the country are not in a position to change themselves!
Rizwan Khan,
Karachi.
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Cover Story

The Rise of Media
Buying Houses
By Javed Ansari

M

edia planning is a phenomenon that is relatively new to this part of the world. Until
some time back, the function was undertaken
by advertising agencies and it was not so much
‘planning’ as it was ‘buying.’ The fragmentation
of media changed all that. The advertising budget spender (client) did not know where to go.
If here was an X amount of money to be spent,
say on the launch of a cold drink, there were
so many demands on the spend budget that
in the end, most media would not be receiving a reasonable share. On the other hand, the
money would be ‘fragmented’ in such a manner that the advertising would not have much of
an impact and the ad rupee would not get the
desired results.
What actually threw the spanner in the works

8
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was the arrival of a plethora of FM and TV channels on the scene. At the beginning of the last
decade, the government changed its policy of
sticking to one state radio channel and one TV
channel. This is when outdoor advertising also
began to receive a fillip due to new technology.
The development of panaflex and other similar
technologies opened new dimensions. Now
outdoor advertising did not require billboards
to be hand-painted. Whatever image was required to be shown on the billboard, it would
be a photograph or photo image, blown up into
the various huge sizes required. The innovative
and spectacular outdoor signs would actually
be artwork similar to the ones made for print
advertisements, etc. and their pixels were adjusted to cater to distant viewing.
Billboards could be illuminated both from
lights placed externally at the top or high inten-

sity lights placed inside the huge display boxes
that were covered by the blown-up visual. The
new dimension also began to sprout on other
media, such as bus stops, buses, cars, etc.
Advertising budgets were also allocated accordingly and it boiled down to a more clear
choice between TV, radio, print and outdoors.
The advertiser could now disseminate the advertising message through many more channels, more accurately and more effectively.
While all this offered many exciting advertising options, it also worked to ‘fragment’ the
advertising budget and the spender was left
confused as to which media to select and how
much to spend. This is where media planning
came in which is said to one of the four key disciplines within advertising, along with account
management, brand planning and developing
creatives.

Cover Story
Typically media planning is a role that falls
to an outside agency, but some companies
choose to keep it in-house. This is what has
happened in Pakistan. The media planning role
has been picked up by a number of big multinationals in the category and professional media planning services are being provided to the
big ad spenders. At the same time, many local
companies have also jumped into the fray and
are providing similar services.
The upshot is that the function
of both media planning and buying has shifted from the advertising
agencies, whose domain it primarily was, and has been taken up by
separate companies that specialize
in media planning and perform the
buying function as well. The result
is that the traditional advertising
agency, which was more or less a
‘total-service’ platform, is fast disappearing and has been reduced
to just a ‘creative shop.’
Gone are the days when advertising agencies held sway as big
spenders of advertising budgets
on behalf of their clients. In real
terms they are now only specialized companies
that understand the client’s advertising needs
and accordingly develop creative concepts
that translate into various forms of advertising,
such as print advertisements, TVC concepts,
BTL material, outdoor advertising, etc. When it
comes to TV and radio concepts, they simply
develop the creative part while the execution

is done by outside producers under the guidance of the relevant brand managers. As such,
the role of the advertising agency has been reduced to a minimum.
As far as media planning is concerned, it is a
means to find appropriate media platforms to
advertise a company’s brands. Media planners
determine when, where and how often a message should be placed as their goal is to reach
the right audience at the right time with the right

message to generate the desired response
while staying within the designated budget.
Certainly, media planning is a challenging
and speialized task, involving multiple areas of
expertise because media planners must always
keep in mind the audience they are talking to,
the timing, the message and the desired response.

‘Ad agencies working on
creatives are the brand builders.’
Noman Nabi Ahmed, a leading professional in the business and CEO, The
Brand Partnership, talks to Slogan:
What is the role of Media Planning?
Media Planning is becoming increasingly
important due to many factors. Some of
them are: (i) the changing trends of media
usage by the consumer which is also driven by lifestyle changes (ii) the media boom
which has given birth to new media vehicles
which are intruders in the media habits of
consumers (iii) the role of new technology
which has given a new dimension and definition to the word ‘media’ and has greatly
impacted media habits and usage (iv) the
cost of media.
These and many more factors have made
the role of media planning increasingly important because ROI in media planning is
core to its efficiency like any other business.
However, media planning is a complex and

specialized area because, besides taking into account the
media-centric role
which a planner has
to play, he also has
to develop the creative people to creNoman Nabi Ahmed
ate material which
is highly efficient for a given type of media
vehicle.
What disciplines does media planning
involve?
If you ask me, the ‘power to observe’ of
the individual is key to becoming a good
planner. Research, data and related numbers provided to a planner are available to
all. But insights based on observation of human behaviour and environment is the difference between a planner and an intelligent
planner. There are case studies where lack

of understanding of the mind led to creating
plans and strategies which proved counterproductive. Therefore, to me, a keen mind
and sense of analysis is the key discipline
followed by any SOP which is created for a
particular organisation
What are the aspects that media planners
must always keep in mind?
That he is working in a sphere where all
his efforts are directed towards creating an
impact of the communication being made
through his plan. Efficiency of the plan should
be the objective.
How is a media plan prepared?
Unfortunately, in today’s environment
these are routine exercises with very few
(very, very few) exceptions where the status
quo is broken and a true initiative is undertaken which breaks the rules to make a difference. To break a rule you need insight,
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Cover Story
observation, conviction and the courage to
take on responsibility.
What is the role of digital advertising in
today’s market?
It’s more of a novelty (I call it a tick mark
on my ‘things to do’ list) which certain nonprofit segments need for their noticeability.
Recently my view has been endorsed by the
top boss of a leading international TV network who said that major multinationals in
the FMCG sector have cut down their expense on this medium as it did not provide
the results through sales.
Should digital advertising become a part
of all media planning?
No single medium can become a part of

‘all’ media planning. A plan is not created as
per a shot gun approach but is a rifle, which
is shooting with one bullet to get the result.
Should conventional ad agencies be
overwhelmed by all this?
No. Ad agencies working on creatives
are the brand builders, hence if they feel the
need for digital in any communication plan
they must put it in their campaign. Media
planners also should include this if it is the
need for a plan. There is no us vs. them situation amongst professionals
Has the function of audience research
become more important now?
Yes

Does media planning promise better results for the advertiser as compared to
the ad budget being spent through a conventional ad agency?
There is no conventional ad agency. If the
question seeks an answer with a distinction
between a full service ad agency and a MBH
(Media Buying Home), then the answer is
that performance depends on the skill set
and professionalism and both have done
well in many cases.
Does media buying in a planned manner
bring more success for an ad campaign?
Anything planned and organized efficiently
will bring better results. The same stands
true for media buying.

Ad Agencies Become
Creative Shops
Enjoying a nexus with cable TV, media buying houses have emerged as occupiers, buying all time slots in the media for
a longer period and then dictating their terms to advertisers while ad agencies have become creative outfits.
By Sharf e Alam

M

edia rules the roost. It can be referred to
in Urdu slang as “mai baap,” as whatever
is shown through the media is believed to be
true and is accepted as such. Accordingly, the
so-called ‘facts’ on media are shared all around
and this is how the cookie crumbles in today’s
world.
As rightly stated by somebody, the most pious person is one who is able to make money
day in and out. In fact, in every period of human
history, man has successfully used things as-

sociated with him
as a source of his
livelihood. Therefore, such mores,
traditions, customs,
etc., that are the basis of man’s bread
and butter have
carried through the
Sharf e Alam
passage of culture
and civilisation.
Music, singing, painting, acting, transportation, priesthood and many other avenues are

projected as a basic source of living. In fact, man
in every period of human history, has adopted
new ways for employment and income generation. If necessity is the mother of invention, the
mushroom growth of media buying houses is
certainly a reflection of this utilitarian approach,
finding new ways to generate money.
The year 2008 appeared to be a defining time
when the global financial crisis severely affected
the world economy, forcing many countries
and business organisations into a recession
and causing loss of millions of jobs across the
world. To reduce their operating costs, all small

Cover Story
and large business ventures around the world
had to resort to different cost-cutting measures.
In that scenario, the opportunist media buying
houses, that were already operating in the market at very low margins, rose to the occasion
with a “Super Buffet Packages,” offering surefire, low-cost advertising solutions to recessionhit companies.
Enjoying a nexus with cable TV networks, the
media buying houses, as per their true nature,
have since emerged as occupiers, as their only
modus operandi is to buy all time slots in the
media for a longer period and dictate their terms
to the advertising industry. With everything under their thumb, they entice potential advertisers with many irresistible packages and a free
ad-making offer thrown in for good measure.
Operating with an ideal two-in-one remedy,
these media buying houses hire a rather small
team of creatives as well and now their role is
not only limited to running advertisements at
lowest rates, but they are also involved in the
making of advertising, right from conceptualisation to production. Killing two birds with one
stone, advertisers are now increasingly turning
towards these all-purpose media buying houses for everything from concept development
and creative solutions to placement.
Overall, these media buying houses have

emerged as a major threat to advertising agencies. In the last few years, leading ad agencies
have lost their major clients, or their role has
been reduced to mere concept development.
Gaining popularity by the day, the trend
shows that the very future of ad agencies is at
stake and most agencies are already seriously
struggling to counter the fast-paced growth of
media buying houses, offering their services at
the lowest possible commissions. It has now
become impossible for advertising agencies
to enter deals with advertisers where they can
earn their standard 15% commission. In fact,
some agencies are even ready to work for less
than 8 percent commission and that’s a pity.
The situation has become more dire in recent
years. Some advertising agencies even try to
win accounts at a 2 to 3 percent commission.
This makes it difficult for the other advertising
agencies to eke out reasonable profit margins.
It can be safely said that the rise of media buying houses has totally changed the advertising
scene. They tend to buy entire time slots or network coverage for many weeks and months in
advance, thus sitting on top of everything.
The tactical monopolisation of buying houses
leaves the rest of the industry on edge. This is
also severely affecting the overall quality of advertisements, wherein people with limited pro-

fessional exposure tend to produce radio and
TV commercials that have less relevance or
value, but their reasonably cheaper cost of production is enough to attract advertisers.
The key factor behind the success of media buying houses is their ability to address all
advertising needs under one roof. They propagate the line, “We offer everything from concept
development, media planning and placement
to video production, social media, content writing, printing, website designing and development, SMS marketing, transit advertising and
many more solutions at the lowest rates in the
market.”
The media buying house can be better
compared to a superstore where one can find
everything as well as the kitchen sink. It is the
same business model which first emerged in
the form of the bachat bazaar that used to be
held every Friday or Sunday. Over the period,
the all-aboard approach started appearing in a
rather sophisticated form in the shape of shopping malls and supermarkets. Unfortunately, the
same approach is now visible in today’s advertising world.
Sharf e Alam is associated with Spectrum
Y&R Communication (Pvt) Ltd. as an Associate
Creative Director. He is also pursuing a doctorate in Urdu Advertising.

Media Planning Prospers
By Sikander Rehan
Business Director,
Media

T

Carat

Redefining

he area of media planning and buying is
the domain of the media buying houses.
The trend started in the last decade and
most clients started moving to the media
buying houses. At the end of 2016 and the
start of 2017, almost all major clients had

moved in that direction.
The reason is obvious. Buying houses
somehow manage to negotiate space and
time rates with significant margins which
they offer to clients. The latter take good advantage of this as dealing with their advertising agencies means the latter eke out more
in terms of agency commissions. The media
houses work with competing advertisers
and attract good advertising rates.
A new trend is that the media buying houses are now also offering creative services.
This serves to put the conventional agencies
almost out of the picture – and even out of
business. If the trend continues, it will not be
very long when almost the entire advertising
sector will have shifted to the media planning and buying houses. It is another thing
of course that since the media houses are
only out to make a quick buck through media releases, a proper understanding of the
advertising function and maintaining a high
level of quality in all aspects of advertising
will never be their primary concern. All that
they want is to ensure that their release business is secured at rates that are acceptable
for them.
Things have now come to the point when
media buying houses are beginning to take
a big slice of the cake every year while the

conventional
ad
agencies tend to
rely on designing
of advertisements
and BTL, developing
concepts
for TVCs, the production of which
is given to outside
producers, designSikander Rehan
ing OOH (outdoor)
and exploring the digital function.
Over recent years, OOH has also not
proved to be a very good option, especially
in Karachi, and advertisers miss out on the
benefits of outdoor advertising. Digital is the
fastest growing medium and is being allocated higher budgets every year but it is still
a nascent medium as it does not command
the same clout in this part of the world because of various reasons, the primary one
being thatthe Internet still has not achieved
the kind of mass penetration to make digital
advertising really viable.
It is a fact that buying houses get the major
part of the ad spend and all they do is offer
bare minimum rates. This goes to serve the
interests of the spenders, namely the clients,
and they extract more out of their advertising
rupee than they did ever before.
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NeWs Buzz

Mahira on
Cloud 9
M

ahira Khan is blissfully happy after the grand
success of her Indian debut film with Shahrukh Khan. After the release of ‘Raees’ she has
decided to increase her charges to Rs 300,000/for each episode of a TV play She has many
plays like Humsafar, Shehr-e-Zaat and Sadqay
Tumharay under her belt. She began her TV career as a host in ‘Most Wanted’ and ‘Weekend
with Mahira.’ Her film debut came with Shoaib
Mansoor’s ‘Bol.’ She is now the top actress of
the Pakistani film and TV industry and the highest
paid too. She is also the first Pakistani actress to
enter the 100-crore club in India. Mahira is currently gearing up for Bilal Lashari’s ‘Maula Jatt
2’ and Shoaib Mansoor’s ‘Verna.

Salute to
Younus Khan
C

ricketer Younus Khan has won great
recognition for his remarkable career.
“This is more than enough for me,” he
said. “I am really enjoying this.. I feel truly
honoured. Pakistan team’s head coach
Mickey Arthur has said that the work ethic
and the way Younus Khan goes about his
business is fantastic. “It has been a privilege and an honour to work with a player
like Younus Khan.” Only if players in the
Pakistan team today, could emulate Younus Khan’s example.

Return of
Maula Jatt

M

uhammad Sarwar Bhatti, the acclaimed producer
of 1979’s Maula Jutt — one of Pakistan’s most successful films, is all set to return to the field after a gap
of 29 with Mula Jatt 2years. Bhatti is currently trying to
finalise the cast and crew for his comeback project. It’s
a mega budget film with some of Pakistan’s biggest artistes, as well as some old ones from the orginal Maula
Jutt. Meanwhile suave Fawad Khan is all set to play the
title role in Maula Jatt 2.
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Runa Laila
Honoured
R

una Laila, who
was a Pakistani
and then migrated
to
Bangladesh
has been honoured with ‘Distinguished
Celebrity Legend’
for her contributions to
music. The
Barinu Institute for
Economic Development
has given
her
the
award.

Pakistani Dresses
Shilpa

A

fter Pakistani designer
Tena Durrani bagged
the chance to dress Kareena
Kapoor-Khan for her shoot in
Asiana Wedding magazine,
fellow designer Saira Rizwan roped in Shilpa Shetty
to model for her latest bridal
collection. The shoot, which
took place in London, will
also run in Asiana magazine.
Said Saira Rizwan, “It was
really exciting to shoot with
Shilpa, one of my favourite
personalities. Her image resonates perfectly with our brand and that made her an ideal
choice for the shoot.”

Billion Dreams

F

or all Sachin Tendulkar die-hard fans, the wait
is over as they will finally be able to see him on
screen
‘Sachin: A Billion Dreams’ is a totally different
take on the cricketer’s life as the film is made after
watching ten thousand hours of footage from Sachin Tendulkar’s life on and off the field. Fans can’t
hold their excitement and want to watch the film. Ranveer Singh is known to promote films in a bit different style
and this time is no different. He uploaded a video saying, “Ladies and gentlemen
there’s only days to go for Sachin: A Billion Dreams. Theatres are turning into
stadiums. It’s a rare insight into the life and times of one of the greatest sporting
heroes. Come watch and be inspired by him again.” The interesting bit was when
he was chanting - Sachin! Sachin!

Clash of
the Titans
A

mitabh Bachchan and Rishi Kapoor will
be seen in the roles of father and son in
‘102 Not Out’. Big B will star as a 102-year-

Nadia’s Experience
A

ctress and TV host Nadia Khan has registered a
police complaint against a famous American actor/
producer for allegedly assaulting her daughter during an
audition in Dubai. Nadia took her daughter to a casting
session at The Ritz-Carlton Hotel on May 20. What
happened there left Nadia’s 14-year-old bruised and
badly shaken,
Said Nadia, “I went to the audition hoping it
would be good for my child, but instead got the
shock of my life. When my daughter’s turn came,
the judge (name withheld for legal reasons)
grabbed her roughly from the shoulder and
pulled her, leaving her with deep bruises on both
arms.” Soon after the incident, Nadia took her
daughter to Dubai’s Rashid Hospital. The medical report confirmed she had suffered multiple
bruises.

old father, while Rishi will play the role of his
son, who is 75 years old. The film is based
on the Gujarati play of the same name and
will be directed by Umesh Shukla (of ‘Oh My
God’ fame).
Rishi expressed his delight at the opportunity to reunite on screen with Big B. Amitabh Bachchan and Rishi Kapoor previously
appeared in several hit films including Amar
Akbar Anthony, Kabhi Kabhie, Naseeb and
Coolie. The two are collaborating after 26
years. They are playing Gujarati characters
for the first time.
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Irrfan in Moth Smoke
A

ctor Irrfan Khan will feature in a film adaptation of the novel Moth Smoke by Pakistan‘s
Mohsin Hamid. The film is a brain-child of Asif Kapadia.
Irrfan, Kapadia and independent producer Dina Dattani (executive producer on Bombay Velvet) have acquired the rights to the
novel. Kapadia will direct and co-write the film while Dattani
will introduce it to buyers in Cannes. Irrfan starred in Kapadia’s
The Warrior. He will play the lead role in Moth Smoke. “I have
been eagerly waiting for something on which I could work
with Asif again and Moth Smoke excites both of us.
We believe it can be set in contemporary times,”
Irrfan said. Set in 1998 against the backdrop
of nuclear tests by India and Pakistan, the
Lahore-based novel follows Darashikoh
Shehzad, a social misfit who begins an
affair with his best friend’s wife.

Qamar as Qandeel
“I

am going to be playing Qandeel Baloch in a biopic,” Saba
confirms, putting to rest the rumours that had been around for
a while now. The initial glimpses
from the upcoming film show
Saba peering into the camera,
uncannily looking like Qandeel. “I
have cut my hair in order to play
her,” says Saba. “It’s going to be
exciting.”
The story has been written by
Shazia Khan and the screenplay
is by Umera Ahmed. The cast
will include Sarmad Khoosat, Ali
Kazmi and Osman Khalid Butt,
with Saba playing the lead.
How does Saba feel about
playing Qandeel, a figure who
divided opinions with her social
media presence? “Qandeel represented the double standards
that exist in our society,” says
Saba. “She had the courage to
expose how two-faced people
could be.”

Ready for Mehrunisa V Lub U
Y

asir Nawaz’s ‘Mehrunisa V Lub U’ will be released on Edi-ul-Fitr. Gulzar has written one
song for the film while Sukhwinder has sung it.
Along with donning the director’s cap, Yasir is also
producing the film with Hassan Zia and Nida Yasir.
The writer is Saqib Sameer and the cast includes
Javed Sheikh, Danish Taimoor, Sana Javed and
Saqib Sameer among others.
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Reema Lagoo
Dies
V

eteran
Indian
actress Reema
Lagoo passed away
at the age of 59
after reportedly suffering from cardiac
arrest. After the actress
complained of chest pain,
she was rushed to Kokilaben
Hospital in Mumbai where she breathed
her last. She started her career in the
late 1970s and early 80s. She was best
known for playing the on-screen mother
in ‘Maine Pyar Kiya’, ‘Hum Aapke Hain
Koun’, ‘Kuch Kuch Hota Hai’ and ‘Hum
Saath-Saath Hain’. Reema Lagoo also
did notable work in television shows like
‘Tu Tu Main Main’ and ‘Shriman Shrimati’

Back to his
Becks!
H

is cameo appearance in King Arthur: The Legend of The Sword was
panned by fans. And David Beckham was
back to his best when he modelled for Tudor watches.
David Beckham was his best when he
did a role as the luxury brand’s new ambassador.
Modelling the latest designs, Beckham
takes centre stage in a smart suit before
changing into a plaid shirt.

NeWs Buzz

Hadid
Facing Jail
M

ohamed Hadid, father of Bella and
Gigi Hadid, faces possible jail time
over the construction of his multi-million
dollar mansion in Los Angeles that had
been dubbed as the “Starship Enterprise”.
The Telegraph reported the wealthy developer had pleaded no contest to three
charges of criminally violating building
regulations and ignoring orders to stop
construction of the 9144-square-metre
mansion, located in the hills of Bel Air. In
California, this results in a criminal conviction.

After Baywatch

B

aywatch star Priyanka Chopra has her eyes on a superhero role and says
Batgirl would be cool to play. A new Batgirl film was announced earlier this
year. “Now that I’m working in America, I definitely want to do a superhero part,”
she says.
Batgirl has appeared twice on screen in recent years; Alicia Silverstone in Batman & Robin, and Rosario Dawson has voiced Barbara Gordon/Batgirl in a recent
Lego Batman Movie.
Priyanka received poor reviews globally and her performance at the US box
office was dismal.

Veena Mimics

T

he queen of controversies Veena Malik,
who is also known as the ‘queen of mimicry’ is back with yet another parody. She is
known for impersonating popular celebrities
and politicians. This time around, she has
outdone herself by imitating Meera Jee.
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CEO Clubs Launched
T

he Pakistan Chapter of CEO Clubs Worldwide, USA, has been launched in Pakistan.
The launch took place in Karachi and Lahore and was attended by leading bureaucrats,
diplomats and corporate leaders.

Dr Joseph Mancuso, founder of the CEO Clubs, receives a souvenir from Muhammad Ijaz, Chairperson, Pakistan Chapter and Chief Editor, Evolve Magazine

Travolta to Donate
Vintage Plane
H

ollywood star John Travolta will donate his
vintage Boeing 707 plane, which Frank
Sinatra owned before him, to an aviation restoration museum in New South Wales.
The plane, which was part of the Qantas
fleet from 1965, will undergo some maintenance at the actor’s Florida home before he
personally flies it to Albion Park, about 145

kilometres south of Sydney.
The actor announced the significant donation to the Historical Aircraft Restoration Society in a statement.
The Society plans to keep the craft in the
air, as well as display it in their permanent
museum collection of some 40 planes at Illawarra Regional Airport.

Kidman on
Red Carpet
T

he star wowed the crowds at Cannes for
more than a week. Nicole Kidman was
enjoying a career renessiance just weeks
from her 50th birthday. Her Cannes red carpet outfits were greatly praised except one
daring ensemble that landed her on worstdressed list.
The severe up-do, the large pointy shoulder pads, the scruffy feathered skirt. It was
difficult to fault the rest of her Cannes looks,
though.
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Diana Died in
‘Rebuilt Wreck’
T

he car which Princess Diana died in was reportedly a dangerous
“rebuilt wreck” but concerns about its safety were ignored, a
program on French television reported.
The program, M6 called Death Of Diana: The Incredible Revelation, claimed that just two months before Princess Diana’s death on
August 31, 1997, there was reportedly a warning that the car was
not roadworthy.
The black Mercedes-Benz S280 was used by guests at the Ritz,
which was owned by businessman Mohamed Fayed, whose son
was Princess Diana’s boyfriend Dodi Fayed.
The car was ready to be broken up, but permission was then
given to ‘remake’ it.

Cannes Juror Hits Out
J

essica Chastain, a Cannes juror has hit out at how women were
depicted in most films at the world’s biggest film festival this
year.
The actress was a member of this year’s jury, for which she
had to watch 20 films in the competition.
“This is the first time I’ve watched 20 films in 10 days, and
I love movies,” she said. “The one thing I really took away
from this experience is how the world views women from
the female characters that were represented.
“It was quite disturbing to me, to be honest
- with some exceptions.”
This year there were three female directors in competition: Sofia Coppola, Naomi
Kawase and Lynne Ramsay. Sofia Coppola won best director for her Civil War
drama The Beguiled.
Cannes has long faced accusations
of gender inequality, and has made
public the intent to include more
women directors and films depicting
female realities.

Nice Guy
Roger Moore
R

oger Moore was a nice guy and a proud
family man.
For many, he was their Bond - the best
Bond. Perhaps that’s because he played
the part in more films than any other actor.
Roger Moore was the embodiment of good
manners.

Kirsten Burst
into Tears
I

n an emotional yet slightly bizarre
moment, Kirsten Dunst burst into
tears while walking the red carpet at
the 70th Cannes Film Festival.
Arriving with co-stars Elle Fanning,
Nicole Kidman, Colin Farrell and director Sofia Coppola for the screening of
their film The Beguiled, Dunst became
emotional as she posed for photographers. A stream of tears poured down
the 35-year-old’s face as she pursed
her lips and wiped her eyes.
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Lebanon Bans Israeli Actress
T
he new Wonder Woman film has been
banned in Lebanon - because the lead
actress is Israeli. The country’s interior
ministry issued an order to ban the film
from 15 theatres around Lebanon after a
protest by The Campaign to Boycott Supporters of Israel. The movie is based on a
comic book character introduced in 1941,
fighting villains, rescuing victims and unearthing evil plots.
Israeli actress Gal Gadot who served in
the army from the age of 20, has been a
vocal supporter of Israel’s military policies
and critical of Hamas in several Instagram
posts and interviews. She is also a former
soldier and Miss Universe.
Lebanon is officially at war with its neighbour Israel and has a law that boycotts Israeli products and bans Lebanese citizens
from travelling or having contacts with Israelis.

Metal Group in Hijab
W

ith their heads covered with headscarves, the three members of the Indonesian band VoB (“Voice of Baceprot” or
“Noisy Voice”) do not look like your typical
heavy metal group.
Formed in 2014, the band of teenagers
met at school in Indonesia’s most populous
province of West Java. They use their music
to combat the stereotype of Muslim women
as submissive or voiceless.
Wearing a Hijab should not be a barrier
to the group’s pursuit of its dream of being
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heavy metal stars, says Firdda Kurnia who
plays the guitar and sings.
Invited to perform at a graduation ceremony at a school, the trio had fans dancing and
head-banging.
“I don’t see anything wrong with it,” said
one fan. “There’s no law that bars hijab-wearing women from playing hardcore music.”
Besides covering classics by groups such
as Metallica and Slipknot, the band perform
their own songs on issues such as the state
of education in Indonesia.

Woman Best
Director
S

ofia Coppola took home the award for
best director at the Cannes Film Festival
for her feminist remake of The Beguiled.
Sofia is the second female director to
have ever won the prestigious award, the
first was Yuliya Solntseva for her film The
Chronicle of Flaming Years in 1961. The win
felt good not just for Sofia, but for women
everywhere as New York Magazine writer
Jada Yuan was quick to point out.

Leone
Escapes

Raut is
Fearless

I

ndian actress Sunny Leone and her husband Daniel narrowly escaped an accident
when their private aircraft hit bad weather
and almost crashed.
In a video message Sunny Leone said,
“Hey everyone, our plane almost just
crashed and now we’re in some remote
place in Maharashtra… We’re alive and
we’re going home.”

M

iss United Continents 2016 second
runner-up Lopamudra Raut has embarked on an adventurous journey for reality show ‘Khatron Ke Khiladi’ along with her
competitors. Before she begins fighting her
fears, she indulged in some quality time in
Europe.

Grandma Looks
N

utan’s 24 year old granddaughter Pranutan is said to be a spitting image of her legendary grandmom. Mohnish Bahl’s daughter is
grace and elegance personified,
just like her superstar grandmother,
Nutan. Mohnish says that over the
years, he made a conscious effort
to keep his daughter away from the
limelight. Now Nutan fans are getting a glimpse of her young and gorgeous looking granddaughter. The young girl is a law graduate and manages her father
Mohnish Bahl’s social media accounts.

5G is Next
G

lobal telecom companies are accelerating their efforts to roll out
the fifth-generation wireless network
technology within years. The ultraspeedy mobile network will create new
possibilities for mobile devices, such as
streaming ultrahigh-resolution video.
NTT Docomo of Japan held a 5G
demonstration in Tokyo. Today’s 4G
mobile networks cannot handle 8K
video because of the high bandwidth
requirements. 5G offers 20 times better
performance,.

Memorabilia
Auction
D

ebbie
Reynolds’s
chiffon dress from
Singin’ In The Rain are
among the items to be
auctioned soon.
This the dress Reynolds wore for the You
Were Meant For Me song
opposite Gene Kelly in
the 1952 musical and it
will be up for grabs

Being Single
is Hard

A

ctor Jon Hamm
has said being
single is hard, especially after being
with actress Jennifer Westfeldt for
18 years. The 46year-old actor has
split from Westfeldt
and said being on
his own after all that
time is not enjoyable.
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Demise of a
Sitar Maestro
B

orn in 1939 in Indore, India, Ustad
Raees Khan, a legendary sitar performer, belonged to the famous Mewati Gharana. One of the oldest classical music genres
of India, the gharana has produced a number of celebrated classical instrumentalists,
well-known musicians and such great sitar
performers as Ustad Muhammad Khan and
Ustad Walayat Ali Khan.
Ustad Raees Khan was the 13th Ustad
of the Mewati Gharana. He was ranked
as a leading sitar performer in the league
of Ustad Walayat Ali Khan, Ustad Sharif
Punchwaly, Ravi Shankar and Ustad Fateh
Ali Khan.
A child prodigy, Ustad Raees Khan came
into the limelight as the youngest sitar

nawaz in music history. He gave his first
public performance at the Sundarbhai Hall
in Bombay when he was just five years old.
That performance earned him a huge name
in the country and by the age of nine, he
emerged as an established sitar nawaz in
the subcontinent. At 16, he represented India at the International Youth Festival held
in Warsaw, Poland. At the festival, he won a
gold medal in the category of string instruments out of more than 110 musicians belonging to different countries. On numerous
occasions, he performed with Ustad Bismillah Khan, the legendary shehnai player.
Ustad Raees Khan served Indian music
for more than 30 years. During his impressive career as a sitar maestro, he won nu-

merous awards and recognition, both at the
national and international levels, including
the Sitara-i-Imtiaz. He moved to Pakistan in
the 1980s after marrying Bilqees Khanum,
a well-known Pakistani singer.
Ustad Raees Khan was a legendary sitar
performer the likes of whom the subcontinent has rarely seen. For Pakistan, perhaps
after Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah
and Abdul Sattar Edhi, Ustad Raees was
the greatest personality the country had
produced, says Anwar Maqsood, a distinguished playwright.
After a prolonged illness, Ustad Raees
Khan died in May, 2017 in Karachi at the
age of 77. His demise is an irreparable loss
for classical music in the subcontinent.

End of the Rock Star
B

orn on April 8, 1968 in Saudi Arabia and
raised in Karachi, Amir Zaki was one of
the few pure guitarists Pakistan had ever
produced.
Though he started his career as a composer, songwriter and a lead guitarist, his
solo style placed him apart from the rest.
He continued to produce a unique kind of
music and sound effects. At the age of
16, his guitar playing skills helped him
build a special identity in the music
industry.
A pacesetter from head to
toe, Amir’s music journey was
replete with highs and lows.
Pop musician Alamgir spotted the talent in Amir early
and gave him the chance
to work with him as a lead
guitarist. The combination worked wonders and
produced such songs as
‘Albela Rahi’ and ‘Keh De
Na.’

Later, Amir performed in many other rock
bands such as Scratch, The Barbarians and
the Axe Attack, which brought out the first
English album produced by any music band
in Pakistan. Being ahead of its time, the album ended as a flop. In 1994, Amir joined

the Vital Signs and played on its fourth album ‘Hum Tum.’ However, this was another
short stint for him though his passion for music continued to flourish.
In 1995, he released his first solo album
‘Signature,’ which got a positive response,
particularly because of its song ‘Mera Piyar.’
Later, he started teaching music at the National Academy of Performing Arts (NAPA)
and then suddenly moved to Canada to
work as a music producer in a recording firm.
Again, this proved to be another short stint
and he came back to Pakistan. In 2007,
he released his albums ‘Radio Star’ and
‘Rough Cut’ with Hadiqa Kiyani. He also
performed in Coke Studio in 2014.
Despite his stuttering appearances on the music scene, Amir Zaki
had quite a fan following, especially
among musicians and music directors who undedrstood his kind of
music and his guitar playing. After a
prolonged illness, Aamir Zaki passed
away in Karachi on June 2, 2017.
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Interview

‘…print has received a
setback due to emergence
of electronic media.’
Qazi Asad Abid, CEO and Chief Editor, Ibrat Group of Publications, talks to Slogan.
Are you happy with the state of print media in Pakistan?
Print in Pakistan has existed for over seven
decades now. It pains me to say I am not entirely satisfied with the current state of affairs.
It is true that technologically, the print medium
has evolved but my observation is that the
quality of print content has deteriorated over
time and print has lost the influence that it once
had. I reminisce often about the time when
print had the ability and strength, primarily because of its content, to influence social, public
and private policymaking. Also unfortunate is
the fact that the regional language print media
has suffered because of a lack of funds and
adequate backing. This had led to a lack of
finances and resources, which has imposed a
severe limit on regional language publications’
ability to keep up and adopt state-of-the-art
technology as well as recruit people with solid
experience and expertise.
For many years, there used to be only a
handful of genuine publications in Pakistan
with solid readership and, most importantly,
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a solid reporting and editorial team. The various ministries had strict regulations in place
which made it quite difficult to get a publishing
declaration. The practice was not correct in
its entirety but it did serve as a way to regulate and enforce strict rules and regulations.
Around the early 90s, it became extraordinarily easy to get a declaration. The deputy
commissioner of any district was empowered
to issue declarations. If the DC did not issue
a declaration or create unnecessary delays,
people could approach the courts. This led to
a mushroom growth in publications. Every few
days a new publication came out. People who
had no print media experience started getting
declarations. The sole purpose of many of
these publications was to be used as tools for
corruption, mud-slinging and blackmailing, or
simply become commercial, money-making
ventures. The print media lost its sense of integrity and the quality of content deteriorated.
This exists today in no small measure.
Has the phenomenal emergence of elec-

tronic media made a difference?
The electronic media is still a relatively new
phenomenon and has only been around in
Pakistan for about a decade and a half. As
far as readership is concerned, I do not think
print media has suffered any loss or reduction
in readership due to the electronic media. If at
all there has been a reduction in the readership of certain publications, it is because of
deterioration in their quality of content and
lack of innovation. My own publications have
seen an increment in subscribers and readership across Sindh over the past decade or so.
There are new readers in the form of youth
who are well-educated and inclined to gaining new knowledge and keeping abreast of
current affairs. We have also taken measures
to innovate like improving our content, quality
and circulation and distribution capabilities.
Unfortunately, as far as advertising is concerned, print has received a setback due to
the emergence of electronic media. Advertisers have seemingly developed a misguided
preference for electronic media advertising.

Interview
Now advertising budgets are disproportionately skewed in favour of electronic
media though the advertiser is losing
money. Pakistan is plagued with the
menace of load shedding. Most people
do not have electricity for up to 16 to 18
hours a day and ads running on electronic media miss their target audiences
in these areas. Most often, people simply change channels when an advertisement appears and their message is lost
in transmission. Advertisements appearing on the electronic media do not enjoy
the longevity of print. If the consumer is
not home during the day, an advertisement in the newspaper will still be waiting
for him. In electronic media, once an ad
appears and is missed, it’s gone until the
next time.
Do you have an adequate audience size?
Yes. After Urdu, Sindhi is the second largest and most widely read language in Pakistan. It has its own unique script. The Sindhi
people tend to show a preference for news
and advertising in the Sindhi language. New
Sindhi readers have emerged because Sindhi students are gaining access to education
and want to keep themselves updated. Sindhi print media enjoy a sizeable and growing
audience.
Are your advertisers mainly state-oriented?
We do cater to FMCG and corporate advertising, but we are backed heavily by state-oriented advertising. The federal government still
does not seem to recognize the importance of
giving classified advertisements such as those
for job vacancies, in the Sindhi language print
media. This means people from Sindh are denied their right to knowledge, opportunity and
upward mobility. The government also does
not usually clear its dues on time. This leads
to severe financial constraints. We need to get
FMCG and corporate advertising as best as
we can. Many advertising agencies also do
not clear their dues. There is a constant battle
to get advertising from FMCG, corporate and
government sectors.
How well is the APNS managing the print
media?
I have had the unique honour to have
served nine terms as Secretary General of
the APNS. I’ve observed that until about a
decade ago, the APNS was very effective in
handling the problems faced by its members.
The APNS also acted effectively as a liaising
body between member publications and advertising agencies. In the last decade, many
rules and regulations have been changed and
new ones introduced, which are both positive
and negative. This has resulted in deterioration of the overall stature of the APNS.

The APNS cannot dictate profits in any
way except to file a request, at best,
that overall government rates be enhanced periodically.

Gen.(r) Pervez Musharraf being greeted by Qazi Abid.

Does the APNS have a say in editorial policy, quality of content, etc.?
The APNS serves as a liaising body between
advertising agencies, clients and publications.
It ensures that advertising agencies are dealt
with fairly by clients and member publications.
The APNS ensures that its member publications are paid their dues on time. It does not
have anything to do with editorial policy of its
member publications. This comes under the
CPNE - Council of Pakistan Newspaper Editors.
A recent fallacy was asking the APNS to
suggest a penalty in the Dawn Leaks case.
This should have been assigned to the PCP
(Press Council of Pakistan). Or, the matter
could have been sent to the CPNE because
it deliberates on editorial policy, content and
freedom of the press.
How can print media get more readers?
The government must devise a mechanism
to clear the outstanding dues of the APNS
publications who will then be better equipped
to innovate. To survive and increase readership, innovation in every aspect is fundamental.
The government should also offer subsidies on newsprint and ink, etc. This will create
cheaper cover prices like India and Bangladesh. A twelve page newspaper in Pakistan
typically costs between Rs. 10 and 12. In India
and other Southeast Asian countries, it costs
barely Rs. 3 to 4 because the raw materials
are subsidized. More entrepreneurship must
come into the industry by allowing incentives
for manufacturing of newsprint, ink and other
raw materials.
Is the APNS a cartel?
I do not agree that the APNS is a cartel.
It simply plays the role of a liaising body and
strives to ensure timely and meticulous distribution of government and private advertising
dues to its member publications. It does not
play a role in setting tariffs or advertising rates.

The APNS gives awards for the
highest business volumes. But why
does it give awards for producing
good journalism or advertising?
One of the APNS’s main roles is to
ensure that the print media receives
its adequate share of advertising; it
acknowledges and rewards clients
for dedicating higher volumes of their
advertising business to the print media. As for giving awards for producing
good journalism and effective advertising, I feel, there is no harm in doing
so. By rewarding those responsible
for producing effective advertising, the
APNS recognizes the people responsible for
ensuring quality. The APNS’ goal is to recognize and encourage healthy advertising and
healthy journalism.
Is press freedom in Pakistan within the
limits that the APNS had demanded or has
it gone beyond that?
It is true that the APNS has played a role
in demanding and bringing about freedom
of the press in Pakistan. However, it must
be noted that the CPNE has been equally
instrumental in demanding and lobbying for
the freedom of the press. The situation has
improved greatly since the days of the MRD
movement, for example, when publications
were faced with ‘pre-press censorship.’ They
were thus forced to print with entire pages of
the newspaper blanked out. Even today, freedom of the press continues to be described
as a roller coaster ride in Pakistan. Almost
all media houses have to adhere to stringent
self-censorship almost constantly. The content has to be scrutinized diligently by the editorial teams to ensure that nothing that may
offend the government or the legal fraternity is
published. If there are any stories or features
carried against the government, legal or military organizations, they become agitated and
the situation becomes very difficult to handle
for the concerned media houses.
About Qazi Asad Abid
Qazi Asad Abid is a very senior person
active in the print media sector. He is
the CEO and Chief Editor of Ibrat Group
of Publications, Hyderabad. The group
brings out Daily Ibrat, Daily Sindhu,
Weekly Sindhu Digest, Monthly Hazar
Dastan and fortnightly Ibrat Magazine.
He is a business graduate from the
US and has received ‘Sitara-e-Imtiaz’
for his valuable contributions to Sindhi
journalism. He is a Permanent Member of
the Standing Committee of the APNS and
has also served the Council of Pakistan
Newspapers Editors (CPNE) in leading
positions.
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LuckyOne Opens
O

ne of Pakistan’s largest shopping malls, LuckyOne opened in Karachi recently.
“LuckyOne is yet another gift to Karachi from the Yunus Brothers Group,” says Sohail
Tabba, CEO of LuckyOne.
Spread on a covered area of 3.2 million square feet, the mall accommodates around 200
brand outlets. It also includes a two-level entertainment centre ‘Onederland,’ as well as a huge
food court spread over 150,000 square feet.
The mall boasts the country’s largest Carrefour hypermarket (Hyper Star).
Besides a food street, it has a fun planet, air-conditioned indoor
games, kids’ zone and a mega two-level basement car
parking accommodating more than 3000 cars. The
mall has its own power generation plant with a capacity of 20 megawatts.
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WB by Hemani Launched
H

emani Herbals and Waseem Badami
recently launched ‘WB by Hemani,’ an
organic line of health and beauty products.
At the launch, the guests were shown a
profile of WB stores and Hemani Herbals
through a visual experience. It was said that
these products would be exclusively available in the WB Stores that are opening their
doors in the newly-opened LuckyOne Mall
and Ocean Mall.
“It is because of the trust people have
placed in me throughout my career that I
have mustered the confidence to go into a
completely new venture by collaborating with
Hemani Herbals,” said Waseem Badami.
The launching ceremony was attended by
such prominent personalities as Javed Miandad, Shahid Afridi, Anwar Maqsood, Faisal
Qureshi, Sanam Baloch, Shugufta Ejaz and
many more.
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Foodie Fun
By Khawaja Amer

I

t is difficult to get a table in an upscale restaurant in Karachi these days without prior
reservation. Even then Burns Road and its
environs, the original food street in the city,
remains the epicenter for all Karachi foodies. All those who prefer to have their Iftar at
home are certainly aware of Burns Road and
its delicious food varieties. The food street,
located in the heart of Karachi, is famous
for its mouth-watering and appetizing items
such as Waheed’s Dhagay Waley Kebab,
Karachi Haleem, Malik’s Nihari, Dilbahar
Rabri, Frseco Samosa, Jalebi and of course
Khajla and Pheni for Sehri.
The significance of the place increases
manifold during Ramzan and if you fail to
reach Burns Road after the Asr prayers, you
may not be able to get into any shop. People
start pouring in soon after Zuhar prayers to
buy their Pakoras, Dahi Baray, Cholay, Samosaas, Rolls and Arabi Parathas. Soon after Iftar the eating places become deserted
but after Taraweeh, people again throng the
area. If you come even at 2 or 3 am, you will
find the bazaar bustling with life. Make a plan
to eat out with family or friends and Burns
Road will welcome you with its scrumptious
food stalls all through the night.
I for one can never get over the Waheed
Kebab House and its ‘Fry Kebab’ sautéed
in butter not ghee. Waheed’s dhaga kebab
are another hot favourite. They also serve a
wide range of BBQ items including kheeri,
beef boti and chicken tikka as well as korma
and daal. The hygiene and cleanliness con-
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scious customer may not like to enter the
unkempt premises but then the real foodies
of Karachi definitely consider it a must visit.
The taste is so great that those who don’t
like the ambience of Waheed’s restaurant go
for home delivery.
After a sumptuous dinner, one cannot
miss the Lahchedar Rabri at Delhi Rabri
House. Established on a very small scale

by the late Haji Muhammad Ismail Delhvi in
1964 it is the best place to enjoy desi desert. After incorporating modern techniques,
research and development, and hiring qualified nutritionists, Delhi Rabri House has really improved its quality level. This is dessert
place is recognized in Pakistan and also in
many other countries where Pakistanis live.
Burns Road kind of restaurants have also

come up in places like Do Dariya, Super
Highway and Boat Basin. Residents of old
Karachi always enjoy their desi food. For
many other city dwellers, making a choice
between hygiene and taste has always
been tough but they still throng to Burns
Road. When they enjoy Nehari with Nulli
(bone marrow) and Maghaz (cow’s brain),
they simply forget all about their cholesterol
level and when they eat Rabri or jalebi they
throw their sugar level to the winds. So long
as Burns Road exists, blood pressure and
Diabetes cannot stop the real foodies from
going there.

Focus

A Matter of
Image Building
By Aamir Abbasi

F

or any student of public relations and image
marketing it would be an interesting study
to investigate the image dilemma of K-Electric which is Pakistan’s largest power generation, transmission and distribution company.
We all know that for any corporate entity, first
comes its performance in terms of products
and services which is followed by reputation
management derived from a comprehensive
communication strategy. The effectiveness
of this strategy actually shapes the image of
the company in the public sphere. There are
companies which don’t perform very well but
their image is far superior and that’s the beauty of the PR and communication function. It
is worth noting that colas, mobile phones, oil
refineries and tobacco companies, despite
their harmful footprint on human wellbeing,
still enjoy a good image in the public sphere,
all due to effective communication strategies.
However, K-Electric is one company which
is surrounded by all sorts of negativity. Regardless of doing exceptionally well on the
operations and financial management side,
this “corporate entity” aspect of K-Electric is
portrayed in the image of a mafia.
Pakistanis are perhaps well-known for their
short memory. To keep the record straight, it
is important to mention that around a decade
ago, Karachi used to face severe power outages in the form of deliberate load shedding
and umpteen line faults. Today, one can state
with confidence that 65% of the city is exempted from load shedding and the areas
which are facing load shedding are those
where power theft is above a certain percentage.
This particular business model of more
load shedding in areas with more theft and
rewarding the areas with less power theft
with fewer hours of load shedding was later
adopted by other distribution companies,
besides exemption of power outages for all
industrial zones. This was something that KElectric introduced initially after privatization.
This was all due to some good load management and implementation of a monitoring
system which delivered good results for the
company and the city. During the last rains,
there were many areas in Karachi which did

not face any rain-related
faults or breakdowns in
the system. That does
not mean that the system
has become immaculate
but the improvement is
significant.
A couple of years back,
having moved to Faisalabad for an assignment, one experienced that
after every two hours of power supply, there
was an outage of one hour. The quantum of
power outages can thus be imagined and
that too in sizzling temperatures of around 45
degrees. After two years, things on the power
supply front in Pakistan’s largest province,
namely Punjab, are pretty much the same.
Within this terrible scenario in the rest of the
country, the people of Karachi don’t even
realize what they have been enjoying for the
past 5 to 7 years.
Contrary to what has been said in the
foregoing, KE’s overall perception is that of
a thief and a mafia which is known for such
things as overbilling, copper wire theft and
lack of customer service. A narrative is certainly missing around their performance and
achievements. Somehow, they have not
been able to build a story around the accomplishment of their performance objectives.
Go to their social media pages and examine
the messages there. You will find layouts that
have not been standardized and do not give
an absolute picture. They are simply pieces
of cluttered and abrupt information that lacks
purpose. The aspect of storytelling, which is
considered pivotal in persuasive communica-

tion in this age of social
media, is missing.
Praise must also be
expressed for the Jamat e Islami, though
certainly not for their
politics. In their recent protests against
K-Electric, the best part to note was the way
the Jamat e Islami ran its communication
campaign around the issue of over-billing. It
was a very well-organized PR campaign that
encompassed mainstream media and made
use of social media management with welldefined key messages.
While K-Electric has been in the mute
mode for reasons best known to them, the
Jamat e Islami created a sizzling hot effect
on this front. One noticed the pre-event hype
that was followed by the event and postevent efforts, press conferences, media briefings, etc. Their management of the social
media is worth mentioning. They successfully
managed #KEFailed and #KE_Looted KHI
hashtags to trend on twitter.
A hilarious part of the campaign was the
arrival of a buffalo at their camp with a harp.
This suggested that they were trying to establish a narrative around the indifferent attitude of K-Electric. For the first time, one saw
a media lunch in a 5-star hotel where, around
a table, the Jamat e Islami people explained
the issue to the media with pre-defined key
messages. One usually sees such tactics
from professional corporate outfits who work
on a well-defined communication strategy
but not from political outfits.
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Bold Girl
A fairly new face in the world of television
and films, Ushna Shah has already gained a
reputation for being outspoken and bold
By Mahrukh Farooq

I

n one of the last pivotal scenes of Bashar Momin, perhaps one
of Pakistan’s most acclaimed television series, Ushna Shah’s
character, Rudaaba, delivers a stirring speech to a room full of
reporters, hungry for information on her recently indicted husband,
notorious money launderer and crime lord, Bashar. “Aurat do kisam
ki mohabbat karti hai: aik hoti hai aurton wali mohabbat – khudgarz, lain dain wali… aur aik mohabbat hoti hai jo maa kay pyar ki
tarha hoti hai, selfless… bura hai, bhalla hai, mera hai.” (A woman’s
love is of two kinds; one is the typical kind of love, based on the
concept of give-and-take while the other is the selfless kind, the
kind a mother has for her child. However that child may be, good
or bad, he is hers.) Presenting the image of a woman who has
undergone immense trauma but who reconciles with her present
circumstances, (and ultimately, through her love, change the very
man who she had first set out to hate), Ushna shines throughout
the series.
From then on, there was virtually no looking back for the young
starlet. From appearances in major plays to leading roles in two big
budget Pakistani films, Ushna has made it clear to all and sundry
that she is here to stay. With awards for Best Soap actress at the
third Hum Awards for Hum Teray Gunehgaar and Best Emerging
New Talent – Female at the fourth Pakistan Media Awards under
her belt, Ushna has forced the television fraternity to stand and
take notice of her presence in the industry. Her winning smile and
dazzling complexion has made her a darling of the entertainment
industry as well as the object of affection of numerous entertainment enthusiasts throughout the country.
Part of her success as an actor can be somewhat attributed to
her roots in the entertainment business. The daughter of wellknown actress Ismat Tahira and sibling of the equally famous Irsa
Ghazal, one can say that Ushna was born to make a mark in the
business. “I grew up in a family of artistes”, Ushna explains. “So I
always knew this is the field I would go into.” After graduating from
York University in her hometown, Toronto, with a major in English
Literature and Professional Writing, Ushna’s first media experience
came in the form of a job as radio jockey for a show called ‘Saanjha Aasman’ for Radio Punjab. Soon after, she moved to Pakistan
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to pursue a career in acting.
Headstrong and decisive, Ushna has few
regrets when it comes to decisions related
to certain film or television projects. Even
though one of the major film projects she
was associated with, ‘Teri Meri Love Story’
bombed at the box office, Ushna continues
to place faith on her instincts concerning her
choice of roles. “[The film] didn’t do as well
as we hoped”, says Ushna. “It was disappointing to say the least. The creative team
put their best effort in, but unfortunately the
project wasn’t executed the way it should
have been by the people.”
Her outspoken-ness as well as her tendency to label people with whom she has
differences in terms of perspective has,
more often than not, landed her in hot waters with a number of her contemporaries
from within the industry. Yet, it is this same
frank nature and openness that she dis-

plays that have made Ushna somewhat of
a star amongst her fans. Just recently, she
was the object of much adoration when she
posted a lengthy comment calling out some
of her fellow colleagues for ‘cashing in’ on
the month of Ramzan instead of truly realizing its symbolism. She goes on to describe
the extreme level of double standards that
many individuals within the entertainment
industry are guilty of exhibiting, namely “the
same directors who have hit on me and not
given me work because some other actress
gave in” as well as others who have deliberately tried to tarnish her reputation and
hurt her chances of success. Her bravery
drew mass appreciation from fans and col-
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leagues alike.
This has not been the first time Ushna
has stood up for the supposed underdog;
the talented young actress was at one time
also seen expressing her disappointment
and anger via social media, after a video of
a teenage girl misunderstanding a question
about the weather and replying with “We
are proud of you” went viral, thus making
her the object of ridicule. “Soon after I saw
the video of a girl speaking English in the
wrong context, I read an article somewhere
which said that she wanted to kill herself.
That terrified me to no end”, Ushna said in
a video which she posted to her Facebook
page. “People have gone to such an extent
of making fun of the little girl that she wants
to end her life because of cyber-bullying?
What people failed to understand was
the issue this video exposed.” She further
adds, “We, as a nation, are so inferior that
we believe those who can speak faultless
English are above the ones who can’t.”
In the end, though, it is all about what
message Ushna wants to present to the
world and one of the major ways in which
she does that is through acting. Whether
it concerns film or television, Ushna makes
no compromises on the quality of the role
that is offered to her. “It has always been a
steppingstone for me to step into this field.
Films are perhaps more rewarding because
they are more condensed so the story plays
out faster,” she states. “However if the
character is interesting, then a drama can
be just as rewarding. I have not been challenged in a while and just recently took up
a project with a lead character so looking
forward to that.” Talking about the artists
whose work inspires her most, Ushna said,
“I recently worked with Nayyar Ejaz and I
think he is brilliant. There was so much to
learn from a senior like him. There are people who up your game when you’re around
them and he was one of them. I am a huge
fan of female actors Meryl Streep and Cate
Blanchet. Their choice of work and performances inspire me tremendously. I also
love Al Pacino and Daniel Day Lewis and
yes I am a huge Aamir Khan fan”.
Having mastered the art of acting, Ushna
now has her sights set on writing and direction. At a time when the Pakistani film
industry is undergoing a state of revival
with numerous promising projects set to release, Ushna believes this to be her contribution to the field. “The industry is offering
excellent opportunities to young artists and
it’s in our hands to raise its level through
quality work.” When asked what message
she has for aspiring young actors looking
to enter into the field, Ushna makes it brief
and to-the-point. “If you’re in it for the fame,
it won’t be worth it.”

‘A

mazing!’ ‘Stupendous!’ ‘Surreal!’ These have been some
of the words used by leading newspapers, magazines and publications

that have written reviews for the recent
Indian release, Hindi Medium. Though

seemingly crude and low-brow, Hindi
Medium does in fact pack a punch,
particularly at the so-called ‘elitist’ segments of society. Starring Irfaan Khan
and Saba Qamar, yet
another
PakistaniIndian
collaboration, the film tells the
story of an affluent
couple living in Delhi’s
Chandni Chowk, who
find themselves in a
rather unique struggle
involving societal barriers and class perspectives. The couple
in question possess a
desire to induct their
daughter in an English
medium school, yet
face the problem of not having proper
command of the language themselves.

This leaves them on the outskirts of the
community who see them as not worth
their attention or time.
Though it uses a simple premise, the
film in fact does deal with the rather serious issue of modern Pakistani (and to
an extent, Indian) society; the division
of class or rather, the incessant need of
the bourgeois to separate themselves
from those who don’t belong to their
‘premium’ category. Despite the seriousness of the subject, the film itself
does not, in any way, seem to weigh itself down on the viewer. Through witty
dialogue delivery and perfect comical
timing, all thanks in no small measure
to Irfaan Khan’s and Saba Qamar’s superb acting, Hindi Medium entertains,
amuses and regales its audience while
simultaneously delivering an important
message. A definite 10/10!

FILM

Some Soul Searching

– M.F
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TV Serial

Why
Plagiarism?
R

aj (Salman Khan) is a struggling singer
chasing his dreams in Mumbai, India.
One night, he rescues a girl, Pooja (Rani
Mukherjee), from a car accident and takes
her to the hospital. As she lies in a coma,
her wealthy family assumes that Raj is the
man with whom their daughter eloped.
Sensing opportunity, he assumes a new
identity. When Pooja’s best friend, Jahnvi (Preity Zinta), shows up, however, Raj
starts to like her. After Pooja wakes up and
falls for Raj, a tricky love triangle occurs.
This is the story of an Indian film Har Dil Jo
Pyar Karega, released in July 2000.
Mehroo Nabi Bux (Sohaei Ali Abro) a
lonely soul is a copywriter in an advertising agency. On a weekend she rescues
a man Farhan Shiekh, who works in the
next office on the same floor where she
works, after a ruthless road accident. She
accompanies him to the hospital, where
the staff assume her to be the family. The
doctors save his life and the bad news is
that he falls into a coma. Then the mystery
man’s family arrives and identifies him as
their elder son. All the close-knits of the
Sheikh family are there. They instantly surround Mehroo with their love and affection
as they assume, she is Milli, Farhan’s love.
At first she is too caught up in the panic
to explain the truth. She ends up keeping
the secret for a number of reasons. This is
the story of the current drama serial Kaisee Yeh Paheli.
The only difference between the two
plots is that in the Indian film Salman
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Khan, a boy
rescues
Rani
Mukherjee,
a
girl and in the
Pakistani serial
Sohaei Ali, a girl
rescues
Farhan Shiekh, a boy. Though not a frameby-frame copy of the successful Indian
film Har Dil Jo Pyar Karega, the story of
Kaisi Ye Paheli progresses on a similar
pattern. Such plagiarism was, of course,
not expected from an established writer
like Seema Ghazal. After all, she has written quite a few masterpieces like Shaam
Se Pehlay, Manzilain, Singhar, Zeherbad,
Kanwal, Pehla Pyaar and Payal.
The serial is directed by the talented
Fahim Burney, best known for his serial
Yahan Pyar Nahi Hai, for which he was
nominated the Best Drama Director at
Hum Awards 2013. He is doing a wonderful job and seems to be in full control of
the play. Shot in Malaysia, which is known
for its beaches, rainforests and a mix of
Malay, Chinese, Indian and European culture, the serial captures the beauty and
opulence of the location and knits it into
an interesting story.
Larkana born Sohai Ali Abro has done a
wonderful job and her performance helps
a great deal in keeping the audience enthused. A Pakistani actress, dancer and
model, known for her roles in serials like
Saat Pardon Mein, Khoya Khoya Chand,
Rishtay Kuch Adhooray Se and Pyaray

Afzal, Sohai Abro made her film
debut with a supporting role in
the 2013 romantic drama Anjuman. Her performance earned
her a nomination in the Best Supporting
Actress category at the Tarang Houseful
Awards.
With many hits to her credit, she is back
on Pakistan’s television screens after a
pause of more than one year. As expected
from an artiste of her calibre, her performance is simply superb and can definitely
be termed as an award-winning role. She
is totally rocking her new avatar and the
powerful cast, especially her chemistry
with the hero Ali Rehman.
Ali Rehman is known for the serial
Rishtay Kuch Adhooray Se on Hum TV.
He has done justice to the role and has
been able to make his presence felt. Hs
role is that of a happy-go-lucky type and
he demonstrates his acting quite efficiently.
The serial has a number of veterans like
Qazi Wajid, Zainab Qayyum, Farhan Ali
Agha, Durdana Butt, Huma Nawab, Qazi
Wajid, Javaid Sheikh and Samina Ahmed.
They light up the television screen with
their magic.
It is a pity that with all the right ingredients, the story of the serial is still a plagiarized one.
– K.A

Reviews

T

here is no denying the fact that Andazi-Sitam is a fresh take on social issues
prevalent in Pakistani society for years
yet are still considered taboo. Probably
for the first time in the history of Pakistani
drama, the subject of marital rape has
been discussed. Many women think that
it is better to compromise and submit to
the husband’s sexual demands rather
than take a stand against it. According
to a report, almost half the women in Islamabad and Rawalpindi have reported of

being forced into sexual maltreatment by
their husbands while no cases ever reach
the courts.
Keeping in view the growing trend, especially in the lower middle classes, the
serial can be termed as a trend-setter.
Andaz-e-Sitam is all about marital rape and
an innocent woman’s fight for justice. With
playwrights churning out clichéd stories,
twisted plot lines and plagiarized scripts,
this serial definitely comes as a ray of hope
for discussing forbidden socials issues.
Directed by Ali Hassan, the serial gives
the audience a clear peep into the lives of
many women and the treatment they get
from their family members, friends and
even neighbours.
The story revolves round Ayat, a young
and upright dynamic girl who believes in
set principles in life. She meets a violent

and spoilt young man Wamiq at the university of her younger brother Samar. She had
found the two boys fighting vigourously and
was forced to intervene. This culminated in
Ayat slapping Wamiq in front of the entire
university. The incident haunted Wamiq
and he decided to take revenge from Ayat
for the humiliation. He kidnapped Ayat and
forcefully married her.
The spoilt brat Wamiq is a playboy who
flirts with girls, uses them to his advantage and treats them like objects. His ex-

change with a girl at his university about
her being pregnant and promising to marry her but denying it later, speaks volumes
for his character. He has been portrayed
as a ruthless man who does not respect
women and does not believe in the concept of marriage. But then Ayat turns out
to be a hard nut to crack and goes to the
court, charges Wamiq with marital rape
and demands a divorce. She succeeds
in getting the divorce and the court sends
him to jail.

Apart from a loving family, Ayat
has a silent admirer Salman, her
bhabi’s brother, who finally succeeds in winning her love. Ayat has
a daughter from Wamiq and a son
from Salman. When Wamiq comes
out of jail after completing his term
he wants his daughter back that
leads to a tussle between Ayat and
Wamiq.
Andaz-i-Sitam has Agha Ali who
plays Wamiq. Kubra Khan, in the
role of Ayat, has done an excellent
job. Faris Shafi is the cool and quiet
Salman, the silent lover of Ayat. Though
the characters have done justice to their
roles, the plot lacks in maintaining the flow
required to keep the interest of the viewer
intact. Had both the writer and director
done some research on marital rape, they
could have come up with a better- knitted
story.
Despite handling a very important social issue Andaz-i-Sitam has not been
able to convey the required message to
viewers. It definitely started pretty well
but then it seems that the writer has not
been able to knit the script cleverly. Probably he ventured to write a script on a
subject he himself was confused and unclear about. It could have been a simpler,
more logical, absorbing story with a more
clear ending.

TV Serial

A Fresh Take

– K.A
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Nail Beauty
This month in Slogan, we provide you with expert tips on how to care
for your nails and make them shine all day long!
By Mahrukh Farooq
With the change of the season come a
barrage of articles on beauty tips and tricks
that are designed to create major information overload. Guides on how to care for oily
skin, dry skin and everything in between,
not to mention the vast range of make-up
trends to go with them!
But one cannot help but notice that while
there are innumerable resources on how to
take care of the face, there isn’t much said
on what one can do to keep their nails in
optimum condition. All of that changes right
now!
This month, we present to you the easiest and sure shot ways to make your nails
the talk of the town, that too without breaking the bank!
Daily Care
Our day-to-day routine at home and at
work does tend to take a toll on the condi-

tion of our nails. Here are some tips on how
to make sure they look good every day:
• If your nails are brittle, soak them in a litre
of water mixed with four tablespoons of
sea salt (or ordinary salt) for 15 minutes.
Afterwards, dry your hands and apply cuticle softener to eliminate dryness.

• A chamomile bath is the perfect remedy
for yellowed nails. Just add a few spoonfuls of dry chamomile blossom to two
cups of water. Boil for 20 minutes. Once
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This is considered as the pillar
of premium nail care as it not
only provides the base for the
nail polish but also protects
your nails from any kind of discoloration.

it has cooled a little, simply
dip your nails in for approximately 15-20 minutes. For
best results, it is recommended to repeat this procedure at least three times
a week.
• To further brighten your
nails, use a mixture of rose
water (40 ml), glycerin (10
gms) and hydrogen peroxide (50 ml). Dab with a cotton pad or ball and apply to
your nails.
• If you want your nails to
grow quickly, use gelatin.
The amino acids in gelatin help boost nail
growth.
• Nails can be considered the symbolic
representation of the phrase, ‘You are
what you eat’. An improper diet can lead
to weak nails. For stronger nails, it is

of our nails in mind. While filing your nails,
be sure to only file them in one direction.
Experts recommend a 240 grit filer for
this purpose. Also, using a metal filer is a
big no-no as it greatly damages the nail.
• Cuticles can be a pain – literally! For
proper care, it is best to apply cuticle
cream or oil twice daily.
• Be sure to use a nail polish remover that
have an acetone-free formula. Acetone
plays a major role in damaging the surface of the nail as it completely dries it
out, leaving it to become brittle.

necessary to include calcium-rich foods
in your diet. This can be found in milk,
yoghurt and other dairy products.
• Getting perfectly shaped nails is something we all desire; however, it is imperative that we keep the strength and health
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Manicure care
Every once in a while, one does feel like
going the extra and doing something special for oneself. Here are some tips on to
get that WOW look for your nails:
• Before applying any kind of nail polish or
product on your nails, it is necessary to
ensure that your nails are clean and filed.
• The first step towards perfect and
glammed up nails is applying base coat.

•
A chipped fingernail is
all it takes for a look to go from
‘Wow!’ to ‘Meh’. To make sure
that doesn’t happen, take care
to apply your nail polish in two
thin layers. This way, it dries
faster and doesn’t leave behind
any smudges. As an added
measure, paint the top edge of
the tip of your nail as well as a
little on the underside of it as
well. This way, you won’t get chipped
nails and your manicure can last longer.
• To ensure a more polished look, clean the
leftover polish from your cuticles using a
Q-tip dipped in nail polish remover.
• Once your nails have dried, apply the top
coat. Be sure to use a high shine, fast
drying top coat in order to get that glossy
and professionally-done look. Using a
top coat will add shine to your nails and
even prevent them from chipping or fading in color.
• If you want your nail polish to last longer, use vinegar. The acidic properties of
ensure that the color of your nail polish
stays on for a longer period of time. Just
be sure to use it sparingly as nail polish
kept on for too long a time will result in
brittle and yellowed nails.
It’s a tricky road when it comes to perfect
nails. But with the right tools, it is possible
to achieve that glam look so many of us desire. Here’s hoping these tips were enough
to jazz up your nail look!

Grapevine
Vidya Praises
Saba

Vidya Balan, the Dirty
Picture star, recently
sent Saba Qamar a
message and told her
she thoroughly enjoyed
watching her film Hindi
Medium. Saba Qamar
was humbled by the
gesture and took to social
media to describe how
she couldn’t believe she
spoke to THE Vidya Balan.

Mira, Jugnu and ‘Souchaj’

Mehak and Meher have launched Souchaj in Lahore with
brand ambassadors Mira Sethi and mom Jugnu Mohsin. The
brand promises to throw back to the golden era of local fashion
with their heavily embellished and stunning bridal ensembles.
Mira is all praise for the budding duo.
“They use a
lot of gota
in a very
classic style,”
she says.
“One of the
designers took
inspiration from
her mother and
grandmother
and she looked
at stuff they
wore at their
weddings.”

Coming Back
While her Pakistani film Zindagi Kitni Haseen Hay was in
its production phases, Sajal Aly landed a Indian role with
Sridevi who is all set to make her comeback to the big screen
with MOM which will be her 300th film. The cast includes
Nawazuddin Siddiqui, Akshaye Khanna, Abhimanyu Singh, Sajal
Ali and Adnan Siddiqui. Sridevi’s last Indian film was English
Vinglish.

Coke Studio Journey

The Coke Studio is one of the
most innovative artistic initiatives
of recent times in Pakistan.
Highlighting local music with
a fusion of qawwali, eastern

classical, ghazal, folk, sufi
and contemporary rock
with pop music, Coke
Studio gives a platform
to underrated, hidden
musical talent.
The documentary ‘Coke Studio: The Journey
Within’ focuses on the artistes performing on Coke Studio and
the musicians and production teams responsible for getting
shows off the ground. Mian Adnan Ahmed is the director of the
documentary, while Dani Sanchez-Lopez is the cinematographer
and Yukako Shimada the editor.

Quest for Truth

Indian star Parineeti’ claimed that she was not
“financially well” when she was growing up.
This has been disputed by a classmate
Kkanoo Gupta who said in a Facebook
post that the actor comes from a
privileged family.

Brand New Royal

She’s a 21-year-old fashionista
who has graced the runway of Dolce
& Gabbana, profiled in Miss Vogue and
signed the same modeling agency Kate
Moss first posed for. While the older royals
closer to the British throne are under the
intense spotlight of their lineage, Lady
Amelia is busy being a young and
totally fabulous twenty something. In
addition to her stylish endeavours,
Amelia is still currently 36th in line
to the throne and has been dubbed
by Tatler as the “most beautiful
member of the royal family.”
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Corporate Moves
Dr. Farid Khan has been appointed Chief
Executive, Wyeth Pakistan. He holds a
Ph.D. in Pharmaceutical Chemistry from
the University of London, UK. He has over
40 years experience in the pharmaceutical
industry. Earlier, he had served Novartis
Pharma Pakistan as its CEO and Country
President.

Mian Hassan Mansha has been appointed
Chairman, Lalpir Power. He has been serving
on the Board of various listed companies,
including Security General Insurance,
Nishat Mills, Pakgen Power, Nishat Hotels
and Properties, Nishat Hospitality, Nishat
Dairy, Pakistan Aviators and Aviation, Nishat
Automobiles, Nishat Real Estate Development
Company and Nishat Agriculture Farming.

Mujahid Islam Beallah has been appointed
CEO, Faisalabad Electric Supply Company
(FESCO). He was earlier at the Sukkur Electric
Supply Company where he served as CEO
and at PEPCO as Chief Engineer.

Dr. Muhammad Irshad has been appointed
Chairman, Federal Board of Revenue (FBR).
He has served on numerous key positions
in the Inland Revenue Service, including
Member IR Operations, Chief Commissioner
Regional Tax Office, Sargodha, Lahore and
Karachi and in the Large Taxpayers Unit (LTU)
in Karachi.

Noor Muhammad Jadmani has been
appointed Chairman, Sindh Public Service
Commission (SPSC). He joined the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in 1980 and has worked as a
UN representative in Kathmandu, Brussels and
Los Angeles. He was the Consul General of
Pakistan in Los Angeles and Counsellor to the
Embassy of Pakistan in Belgium. He has also
served with the United Nations Transitional
Administration in East Timor.

Rubab Ghafar has been appointed Chief of
Party, USAID Pakistan. She has previously
served Orient McCann as Business Director
and Interflow Communications as Group
Account Manager.

New Appointments
Client		

Advertising Agency

Careem Networks Pakistan 		

Blitz Advertising

(Pvt.) Ltd.,
UnionPay International		

Blitz Advertising

Shah Kamal Builders & Developers

Manhill Advertising		

Gul Bottlers (Pvt.) Ltd.		

Manhattan International

Karachi American College (KAC)

Mass Advertising

BTN Marketing Consultants		

Midas (Pvt.) Ltd.

Pakistan Kissan Ittehad		

Midas Communications Pakistan

Enem Developers		

Revolution Media

Omni Power (Pvt.) Ltd.		

Synergy Advertising

CHANGE OF AGENCY
Client

New Agency

Outgoing Agency

Fatima Memorial Hospital

No new agency

JWT Asiatic

Lahore

appointed

Fauji Foods Ltd.

Blitz Advertising

Oktopus 360 Media

Karwan-e-Hayat

Marketing & Advertising

Bond Advertising

National Logistics Cell

Commtech Advertising

Manhattan Pakistan

ADDITIONAL APPOINTMENT
Client Name

Product/Area/ Agency

First Women Bank Ltd		

Interflow Communciations:

		

for Corporate Advertising.

		

Spectrum Communications:

		

for Product / General Ads.

Universal Service Fund (USF)		

Channel 7 Communication:

		

for Display Ads (Rural Telecom

		

Program)

Source: All Pakistan Newspapers Society (APNS)
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